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Everything Can Happen In Space ...... 

What kind of space is this? 

It's a place where anything can happen, where you can go 

in, make important calls, participate in video conferences, 

engage in intense discussions, engage in deep thought, 

and be insulated from the noise, it allows you to focus 

effectively on what is necessary, better promotes creativity 

and stimulates new ideas, and provides you with the ideal 

office space for the next step. 
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The office space that become enchanted, begin from the pursuit of every detail











Find another world and create a new spatial experience







In the free space, stimulate unlimited creativity and inspiration.









Cast a relaxed and comfortable space for communication









The optional air conditioning exhaust system of the 
intelligent sound-proof cabin can reduce the sound 
interaction inside and outside the sound-proof cabin, 
and at the same time, it can also update the air inside 
the sound-proof cabin with low noise.

Countless test adjustments, composite sound insulation technology and materials ensure 
that you are not disturbed by the environment, and will not interfere with the surrounding environment.

Sound insulation test test report

Cold-rolled iron plate or iron pipe is combined with 
aluminum profiles，To achieve the best balance of 
intensity and lightness

German brand Oxyplast powder

Sound-absorbing decorative covering cloth 

5mm high density environmental protection sound insulation material 

5mm high density environmental protection multi-layer solid wood 

1.5mm wall thickness steel tube frame outer sealing 1mm thick steel plate 

Inside is filled with 50mm thick environment-friendly sound-absorbing cotton 

9mm high density environmental protection multi-layer solid wood 

9mm thick 6kg density environmental sound absorbing board

Toughen 5mm inside and 5mm outside 

The double glass is filled with argon gas

Within the framework

Exhaust system

Surface spraying

Sound insulation structure

Glass

The test report



Easy installation

Flexible and convenient

Exquisite details

Traceless tacks

In order to achieve the best mute effect, the mute room has become very complex in structure. In order to make the 
user's installation more simple and convenient, the bottom of the product is equipped with high strength wheel feet, users 
can easily transfer the position of the product, the use of more flexible.

Casters are horizontal metal adjustment wheels, a single load-bearing 80kg, adjustable height 10mm, high strength of 
the casters can allow users to easily move products, convenient space constantly change collocation, more flexible and 
convenient to use.

Built-in hook, can let the user obtain more convenient use. The maximum load-bearing capacity is 15 kg. Can hang 
clothes and hats, briefcase or backpack and other objects, bright colors, beautiful decoration.

Fashion imitation cashmere fabric, soft and delicate, thick and compact texture, durable ball, pushpins can be easily 
stapled to the fabric, increase the cultural atmosphere, after taking the pushpins leave no trace.

Legrand infrared smart sensor switch

Legrand originated in France, CE (EMC + Safety) certification, the original use of the United States Excelitas infrared sensors, 
open the cabin door, sensors can scan the human body movements to automatically start or turn off the lighting power.

USB function jack

The facade and the desktop are equipped with USB sockets that allow common electronic devices such as mobile 
phones and tablets to work in a soundproof space without worrying about power issues.

Exquisite details provide great convenience for users

Detail Analysis

The choice of electrical fittings should be intelligent and of high quality.

Philips LED tube light

Philips from Germany, LED lamp light distribution evenly soft, anti- glare more comfortable, the use of energy bridge 
design to speed up heat dissipation, can effectively delay service life.

Noctua speed-regulating intelligent fan

Noctua originated from Austria. The fluidized intelligent fan adopts a stepped inlet design, which is characterized by large air volume 
and quietness. Soft silica gel integrated anti-seismic pad can effectively reduce vibration.

Electrical Fittings

Work alone，Privacy for phone calls Single-player recording room, suitable for online 

education and personal live broadcasting

Independent working room, to meet the 

needs of individual independent work 

without disturbance

Suitable for four people business 

negotiation, private work discussion  

Model：B0128A

Size：1100*1100*2195mm

Model：B0128E 

Size：1300*1400*2195mm

Model：B0128C

Size：2500*2500*2195mm

Model：B0128B

Size：2000*1500*2195mm

Model：B0128C

Size：2500*2500*2195mm

Model：B0128C

Size：2500*2500*2195mm

Model：B0128B

Size：2000*1500*2195mm

Model：B0128B

Size：2000*1500*2195mm

With a screen for business video display, 

video conference, remote discussion

It is suitable for brainstorming and creative 

discussion, and for temporary meetings of 

many people

Applicable to many business reception, 

and project discussion

Double independent desktop for 

two people to work together

Different size, different layout, suitable for more different space and scene.

Interior Layout



Various colors can be customized according to customer requirements

B0128-DF001 F078P386-BLF096

T0095-A
Conference Table

B0128-B
Conference Table

Drum Stool Chair ChairRecreational ChairDrum Stool

522
Conference Table

545
(High) Conference Table

Sound insulation cabin are matched with matching single products, can also be matched at will.

Supporting Products - Conference Table

Supporting Products - Chair
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